Varsity lacrosse

Lacrosse defense strongy

By Glenn Brownstein

The store of MIT lacrosse's 4-4 record so far, which is potentially filled. Although not every point in the team's first game, the team has been strong in the last 14 minutes of play.

Freshman Brian Abhanon has combined with veteran Craig Johnston to give MIT an intimidating defense line.

And besides improved defensive play, the Beaver midfielders, including midfielder John Singer Jr., have held MIT's offense in check with a 68 percent save rate and a strong 15-6 record for regional and national honors.

MIT's last two victories have been relatively easy, as a goal-scorer-dominated 5-2 win over Holy Cross, which took the Beavers 1-0 the last four years, and a 14-3 rout of first-year varsity team Merrimack.

Against the Crusaders, MIT took 23 shots in the first quarter, but could only convert one goal. It quickly twice. Despite similar problems throughout the game — Guerry had 22 saves — MIT steadily opened up the margin by holding Holy Cross scoreless for the first 39 minutes of the game and the superb play of goalie Singer, who saved 20 of 22 shots.

It's been years since this was the case, but one has to say that Merrimack was overwhelmed by the Beavers, which rolled to a 10-0 halftime margin.

Other competition for MIT men's crew this season includes Harvard, University of Pennsylvania, and Navy.

Crews sweep Columbia, capturing 1st Alumi Cup

By Alex Edsall

Alex Edsall is a member of the freshman lightweight crew.

The Pioneers' Day weekend was a busy one for MIT's men's crews. In rcing on Saturday and Sunday, the crews swept Columbia, Yale, and Coast Guard.

At home Saturday, the heavyweight, led by head coach Peter Holland and freshman coach Gary Chilson, took a clean sweep of their match against Columbia. The winning MIT boat was the varsity eight, the first and second varsity boats, and the third varsity boat. The varsity win brings the first MIT Columbia Alumni Cup home to the MIT men vs. the Coast Guard. The freshmen were behind for three quarters of the race but took a comfortable win as they sped away to the finish. Other competition for MIT men's crew this season includes Harvard, University of Pennsylvania, and Navy.

By Audrey Greenhill

The MIT men's crew placed first and third in the Greater Boston Dinghy Championship last Sunday. The varsity team swept a field of six schools from the Boston area who sailed against Tech dinghies, Larks and Inter-clubs.

By Dave Dobos

Gaining strength for three years of weekly training, the MIT outdoor track team upset Bowdoin here last Saturday 71-73. The Beavers now stand at 3-1, 4-2-2 in the Ivy League.

MIT jumped out to an early lead and by mid-meet sported what seemed to be a comfortable 38-29 advantage. Bowdoin battled back, however, and the Beavers held 52-52 with wins in the shot put and discus events.

Immediately following the 100, a which Bowdoin tied the score, as the 880 yard run (half-mile) the Bears' Mike Brut, who had the last mile just minutes before, came a sure bet to predominate in the race. His time of 1:58.2 and the free-style run by a scant half-second. Zuerndorfer '78 also had a fine kick, finishing third in 1:59.1.

MIT's situation was still precarious. Sophomore Tim Springer's sudden burst from fourth to finish.

The MIT men's sailors take advantage of UNH's 4 The Beavers now-stand at 1-1, 4-4 in the Ivy League.
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